WHY RECRUIT CANDIDATES?

Community organizing is about building enough power to win tangible improvements in people’s lives and bring about a more just and sustainable society. There are three important components in bringing about change: good public policy, community organizing, and grassroots electoral campaigns. The late U.S. Senator Paul Wellstone said:

“Electoral politics without community organizing is a politics without a base. And community organizing without grassroots electoral politics is a marginal politics. And electoral politics and community organizing without good progressive policy is a politics without a head – without a goal.”

We agree. Community organizations can have the best public policy idea and the strongest grassroots organization and still lose their campaigns because the elected official in question is completely unwilling to make the right decision. In those instances, it is time to replace the elected official with someone more responsive to our concerns – hopefully someone that comes from our own ranks and is accountable to local citizens.

Our theory of social change also recognizes that community organizations do not become truly powerful unless they have built and exercise electoral power. This means the ability to replace elected officials who routinely act against community interests. It also means the ability to get accountable community leaders elected to public office at all levels of government. Only then will we truly re-make society.

WHO CAN RECRUIT CANDIDATES?

Federal and state laws heavily regulate political activity. It is important to know the rules in your jurisdiction before you get started. Be sure to check the resources for more information section for help.

Individuals acting on their own behalf and on their own time are always free to get involved in politics, including recruiting someone to run for public office and helping in the campaign. This is true even if you work for a non-profit or other organization whose political activity is regulated.

Organizational political work is allowed in certain situations. If your organization is a 501(c)(4) social welfare/advocacy organization, a labor union, a trade association, or a political action committee, it can freely recruit someone to run for public office and support his or her campaign.

Non-profit organizations that have a 501(c)(3) charitable/educational tax-designation from the IRS are prohibited from engaging in partisan political activity, including recruiting candidates.
**WHO CAN RECRUIT CANDIDATES (continued)**

Employees and leaders of these organizations are allowed to freely support political campaigns using vacation time or after work. But leaders and staff need to be careful not to use the resources of the group to support a candidate or campaign.

Please note: running for the board of a non-profit association, like your local Rural Electric Cooperative, isn’t considered running for public office and your 501(c)(3) organization can get involved in those elections.

**PRIORITIZING RACES FOR WHICH TO RECRUIT SOMEONE**

One of the first decisions your organization needs to make before diving head-first into candidate recruitment is for which offices are you recruiting candidates, and why? This question should be answered with an eye toward your organization’s strategic interests: there is not much point in going all-out to support a leader who is running for state legislator if your group focuses all of its work at the city council level. You should always ask yourselves which offices are most important to you and why.

Once you’ve decided which races are important, most organizations look to recruit candidates for “open” seats (where there is no incumbent due to a retirement or term limits) first. This is because the public debate over who to elect to an open seat is a lot different than running against an incumbent. A very large majority of incumbents are re-elected each year. The question voters often ask themselves in an open seat race is “who do I trust more to represent my interests?” In a race with an incumbent the election often focuses on the incumbent’s record and whether or not he/she should be “fired” and replaced with someone new.

Organizations also often review other strategic criteria when deciding where to recruit candidates, such as whether winning a particular race will result in significant change on the issues important to them.

For example, let’s say your organization has the choice between working in City A’s city council’s race and City B’s city council race. You might first recruit someone to run in City B because adding one more City B council member who supports your proposed ordinance on watershed protection means it could pass next year. However, in City A, 10 of the 12 city council members oppose your proposed ordinance, so adding one more voice of support on that elected body has less impact.

**QUALITIES OF A GOOD CANDIDATE**

Once you know where to recruit, it’s time to talk about whom to recruit. The first order of business is to make a list of bottom-line issues that your organization feels very strongly and passionately about. You should keep this list front-and-center during the recruitment process because it makes no sense to recruit someone to run for office that disagrees with you on these critical issues.

You should know this ahead of time, if possible, and will need to formalize your understanding of the candidate’s issue positions as the recruitment process moves forward. It may not be the first question you ask a potential candidate, but your organization should not get too far down the line in supporting anyone when you haven’t confirmed that he/she supports you on the key issues and will vote the correct way on those issues should the issues come before him/her once elected.

---

**LOOKING FOR A CANDIDATE? WRITE A WANT AD!**

How do you decide who makes a good candidate? One idea is to sit down and write a fictitious “want ad.” Write out what qualities you want an ideal candidate to have, and what qualities you don’t want.

Keep these lists with you as you talk with potential candidates. No prospect will match 100% to your lists, but this exercise will help give you a good idea of the type of person you are looking for.

Another, similar idea is to write a job description that includes the qualities, experience and skills an ideal candidate would have.
WHERE WE FIND GOOD CANDIDATES

The best place to find good candidates is to look inside your organization. Who are your strong, tested leaders? Who are the ones who are always helping organize actions, rallies, and other events?

Good candidates aren’t just active in your organization’s committees and chapters. They are active in their community, their PTA, church, or other local organizations. They may have just gotten an important community project accomplished, like the new library or open space bond. They have a large and strong social network. They need not be, but already may be involved in politics!

The best way to make a list of good candidates is to get together with other organizational leaders to begin brainstorming and assessing names. This candidate recruitment committee is a whole lot more likely to be successful by working together.

When you do meet, have the committee compare your notes on each potential candidate. Does the potential candidate live in a district that has a targeted seat up for election? What are the pro’s and con’s of that person running? If the potential candidate should not or could not run right now, make a list of what your organization can do to help groom this person—can anything be done to expand his/her network, build his/her exposure, and help him/her develop new skills?

At the end of this exercise, your group should prioritize whom to speak with first, second, and so on. Also decide who will speak with each potential candidate and when. Then be sure to follow-up. Make a plan to get the committee together for frequent check-ins when this process is occurring. It is often a good idea to have a short meeting or phone call after each potential candidate has been spoken with, but before moving on to the next person on the committee’s list.

MEETING WITH THE POTENTIAL CANDIDATE

The best potential candidates probably have never considered running for elected office. They will likely say “no” to a meeting with you if you lead with that request. You may wish to begin by saying that you are trying to find good candidates to run for office and would like to get their thoughts about names.

At this point it is important to make sure the potential candidate agrees with your organization on its critical issues (assuming your organization can get involved in the election). You should be up front about the fact that your organization is searching for candidates it can support who will be champions for your values and priorities. There is no point in proceeding further if the person who might run is not going to be with you when elected.

A good transition from a general discussion about names to the candidate herself might be, “Your name keeps coming up as someone who would be a good candidate. Have you ever thought about running yourself?” Most people will demure, but this is a good opener to the topic.

Another critical topic to broach is whether your potential candidate has the time and energy to devote to the race. Running for office is a large time commitment. While the saying goes that if you want something done, ask a busy person, it is important to make sure the potential candidate will prioritize the race. Other red flags include whether the candidate has a fear of asking for votes or asking for money—if these cannot be overcome the candidate will not be successful.
ASSIGN HOMEWORK AND HAVE A FOLLOW-UP MEETING

At the first initial meeting, it is a good idea to set-up a follow-up check-in meeting. In the interim, the candidate should be given some homework to see how serious he or she is about potentially running.

A good first task is for the candidate to make a list of 100 people in his or her district who will do more than just vote the right way. These 100 people will be the first 100 people who will be asked to volunteer or to donate money or both. If the candidate is not willing or able to complete this task in a reasonable amount of time, you should be concerned.

Other items for a second meeting could include: articulating in writing why the person wants to run, what the person wants to accomplish when elected, and talking about the level of support your organization could provide. It is also a good idea to brainstorm ideas about the campaign and discuss, in detail, the time, energy and resources it will take to win.

PREPARING YOUR CANDIDATE TO RUN

After your candidate makes the “go/no go” decision, it is time to put a campaign team together and start training yourself on how to run a good race. Many state political party organizations offer training for prospective candidates and campaign managers, so check with state headquarters.

Wellstone Action! trains progressives how to win issues and get elected to office. The Alliance for Justice has a wealth of materials for organizations on what they can and cannot do during an election year.

GREAT RESOURCES FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

Wellstone Action! has materials on all aspects of grassroots electoral campaigns and holds exceptional trainings. www.wellstone.org.


The material in How to… Recruit Candidates to Run for Office comes in large part as a result of WORC’s long-standing partnership with Wellstone Action!, the Minnesota-based training center that ignites leadership in people and power in communities to win change in the progressive tradition of the late U.S. Senator Paul Wellstone and his wife Sheila Wellstone. Find out more at www.wellstone.org.
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